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1933
The furnishings pictured in this booklet are the products of five outstanding manufacturers of the United States. These firms, collaborating with Wolfgang Hoffmann, have made it possible for you to secure "smart" things in modern furniture. You may be unfamiliar with the names of these manufacturers, but your dealer knows their enviable reputation for producing the best in their respective fields. The collaborating manufacturers are as follows:

The S. J. Campbell Company of Chicago, Illinois
The Widdicomb Furniture Company of Grand Rapids, Michigan
The Hastings Table Company of Hastings, Michigan
The West Michigan Furniture Company of Holland, Michigan
The American Furniture Company and Batesville Cabinet Co., of Batesville, Indiana.

These firms for years have been supplying the better stores with merchandise. Perhaps your home already has furniture made by someone in this group. You need only show this booklet to your dealer and ask him to show you this furniture. Possibly, your dealer may not have this display, but we shall gladly assist him in filling your requirements, at once.

THE LIVING ROOM

The living room derives its charm from the American Walnut furniture which represents the best taste and color symphonies in contemporary design. The sofa, for example, although rather small in size, is perfectly comfortable for three people and is especially adaptable for the average apartment living room. The three chairs, each different in design, are extremely comfortable for both tall and short persons. Fabrication of the upholstered pieces is by the S. J. Campbell Company of Chicago. Special attention is called to the unusual bookshelf arrangement in the desk which utilizes the commonly wasted space in the back of the drawers. The dull finish of the Bakelite tops of all five tables in this room preclude the possibility of staining or burning and add beauty as well. The tables were made by the Hastings Table Company of Hastings, Michigan. The various pieces were designed by Wolfgang Hoffmann.
THE DINING ROOM

ALTHOUGH Mr. Hoffmann usually does not approve of combining different woods in any one piece of furniture because of the difficulty of harmonizing colors and grains into a pleasing symphony, he is indeed delighted with the effect achieved using Sapelli Mahogany and Aspen in this most inviting dining room. A special feature of the china cabinet is the two sliding plate-glass doors which not only give unobstructed view of whatever lovely things you have therein, but also make it possible to remove anything from the shelves without making it necessary to move practically half of the furniture to accommodate the usual wide door. Both long sides of the dining table may be pulled out to form a square table, thereby keeping the diners closer together, each being equidistant from the centerpiece. This furniture was made by the American Furniture-Batesville Cabinet Co., Batesville, Ind.

THE MASTER BEDROOM

THE craftsmen of The West Michigan Furniture Company of Holland, Michigan combined with the designing talents of Wolfgang Hoffmann of New York, created this attractive bedroom suite of matched pencil stripe walnut.

The three compartments in the highboy, each behind its own individual door, provide very convenient and accessible room for the master’s shirts—one for his formal shirts; one for his business shirts; and one for his sports shirts. This combined with the six shallow drawers makes it utilitarian as well as compact.

The dressing table and the dresser are designed in the same spirit. The mirror frames in this room are so constructed that the mirror may be pulled out to either side in order to permit the cleaning of the entire glass surface.

The powder table in the hall, made of selected solid and veneered gum wood, is a most versatile as well as elegant adjunct, and was manufactured by The West Michigan Furniture Company.
THE GUEST ROOM

The friendly guest room with its wide inviting day bed, its spacious dresser, two chairs and practical desk, built of cherry and maple—together with the lovely fabrics used in chair covers and bedspread, is a place where any of your friends will love to spend a happy night or two.

The furniture was built by the Widdicomb Furniture Company in Grand Rapids. The chair covers, bedspread and other fabrics throughout the Sunlight House were designed by Wolfgang Hoffmann and woven by the Orinoka Mills, Inc. of Philadelphia.

THE manufacturers collaborating with Wolfgang Hoffmann wish to acknowledge the privilege of using accessories furnished by:

Indirect Lamp and Dining Room Fixture
by LUMINATOR, INC.
851 Washington Blvd. :: :: :: Chicago, Illinois
ALBERT L. ARENBERG, President

Glassware by FOSTORIA

STAR CASE COMPANY—LEATHERGOODS
SEBRING POTTERY COMPANY
M. H. BARRETT—FLOWERS
ORIZON MILLS, INC.—FABRICS
HENRY KREIS—SCULPTOR
TOWLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY—SILVERWARE
WURLITZER PIANO COMPANY
LEO J. URIS—DESK LAMPS
SWEDISH ARTS AND CRAFTS
OLSON RUG COMPANY
INCREASE ROBINSON GALLERIES—PICTURES
THE HOLOPHANE COMPANY—LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
The following dealers have the exclusive rights to reproduce the rooms shown in this booklet. They have Certified replicas of all the furniture illustrated. See their displays and bring your friends to appreciate the finest of furnishings, typical of the best of contemporary thought and geared to the present tempo.

Paine Furniture Company
81 Arlington Street
Boston, Massachusetts

John M. Smyth Company
703 West Madison Street
Chicago, Illinois

Ludwig Bauman
500 Eighth Avenue at 35th Street
New York City, New York

John Wanamaker
756 Broadway
New York City, New York

John Wanamaker
Market and Chestnut Sts.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

T. A. Chapman Company
407 East Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Joseph Horne Company
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

The Outlet Company
176 Weybosset
Providence, Rhode Island

Denver Dry Goods Co.
16th and California
Denver, Colorado